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wurm + wurm architekten  wurm + wurm architekten has led by Robert Wurm with 25

ࡘਨࡘਨৈౄ౬౭ܾࠢಠࡘਨઊઊ֎ࡘؘਨࡘਨৈౄ౬౭અଓӘ

employees. They are specialized in administration and office building and renovation

തՌ രીd ৹ߗੋ ҥߜ ࠃ ࠭ףݼઊऍ ઙ৹ਁ ಡ൛ٻৰ ઔࣹ ؘӆ࣏ߗघઊد

projects. Robert Wurm was born in Renchen, Germany in 1962. He studied in Academic

 ך٪ઍઅ ܫാਁࣳ ౖৰ֥ ܾࠢಠ ࡘਨ फ़ݗ഼ فഠӯਁࣳ ҥஸഠ

studies of architecture at University of Karlsruhe. He has been an architect since 1992

Ӗࡘടਔࡘךدౡҥஸѿܾ൞ٳടࡘךౡؘ٪ઍҥஸѿ൦ %'$ અ

and a member of the alliance of german architects (BDA) since 2001. He received 1st

൦ઊ  دৼٻԓ ך ؘਠࠢౄݱඥઅ ߸ڤৰऄౡ ३ஸ Ӗ ࠃ ך

prize of new building of a media centre in Oberkirch in 2007, 1st prize of new building of

 ߸ڤৰऄౡ ࠃ ૻഠӯ ३ஸ Ӗਁࣳ  دৼٻࣷؽமԕਁ ؘਠࠢౄݱඥઅ

a media centre and secondary school in Bühl in 1999 architekten. Recently He has been

߸ڤৰऄౡ३ஸܾૃಠܾך੭ૻܤҽҥஸѿ௷್ܡफ़ (&2/$ ৰݴڙ

awarded in ECOLA Award 2012, European conference of leading architects, Nomination:

़ࣛടਔӋ ૻ  ؘਁךഠӯ ३ஸ ࠃ  %DGD $* രી ࠃ ࣒ࣥ ٳ३ஸ

new building of a media centre in Oberkirch and 2011 Hugo Haering Award, organized

ܾૃಠܾ ࠅٛ࠭ઊಠ ܅क़ౌಠ ਣ౫֢ੌਊਁࣳ ٪ઍҥஸѿ൦ѿ ଓഡ

by the architectural association BDA location group of Baden-Baden, Rastatt, Ortenau

ඌӋ഼ރৰ़ࣛݴڙഡࠅઔدથ

district: new building of a secondary school in Bühl, new building of an administrative
and production building Bada AG in Bühl.

Interviewer&Editor Saeromi Kim, Yoonhyung Lee
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Comparing to the heavy sensation that comes from the building scale or the texture

ҥߜઅ Ԑ֢ ఒఽݼಠઅ થଖઊ ߗ ؘң ࡻ ਁ֞ؖന Ҁ ҥߜ ࣛؽඥ

is about redefining the architecture, which affects the day-to-day life of our cities. Differing

 ؘҥஸ થીઅട ؘઙ৹ઊ دҥஸઊ ाҁહ੶ܾ ࣝ݃Ҳ ࠋٻӋ ٩१

of concrete, it is very surprising that each building has very sharp and pithy form.

֧ܶടӋ ҁҿഡ  ؘ ֞ؖҫઊ ৈ  د܊צҥߜઅ ஔહઌ ԑൌઊ֢

from Asia, where architecture is momentarily newly invented and entire cities spring up

ஔѿ Ӌ൛ ٻৰѿ ؘৈ१ৈਭ ݼش ؘ٪ઍઅ ઼ ҥஸѿ ं ؘفԞઅ

How do you make the entire balance of architecture and consider the human scale?

ඌޣफ़ઍৰۍҲӋؘܱٻѿ"

from the ground, the younger German architect generation has to deal intensively with the

൝ӄڝଙૻહ੶ܾݗدৰৡഡݼੌدઙ৹ਁࣳిࡻૻୱടؘഡघѿ

Our strategy is very simple: first we look for a clear floor plan structure, which leaves

ੌݼઅ  ܛৈ زाടޣ دસ ੌࣹ ؘݼӆਭ ԓਁ ڤ ݳگ౫ઍ ґࠋઅ

existing settings. A large component of our work is renovating and modernizing.

࠭ףݼઊऍӘെف൛ઊد

us many design options with the subsequent detail development. The outer appearance

࣏ࣷധઊ  އ൜ഡ Ӵݼੌ دؘ ݴѿ ࣹӆട ؘӴڝઅ ਼Ӛ

of our structures is not general, but rather specific and iconographic, which always has

ઍࠉહઊԞࡂ د৲ૂ֢ ٪ಡഢ ़ࠇਁ ৺ ؘಡ़ടӋ ٩ࣛહઌ ൌࣛઊ دઊਭ

The lifespan of buildings in South Korea is under the control of economic aspect (for

ഡӵઅ ҥஸߜઅ ़ ߜݼહ ࠩહ ௐࡂ ؘدӄૂહઌ ௐ ಉઘ ਁ ࣛف

to be unique. The interior structure is simultaneously designed very detailed so that our

ٳ१ਁ ५ֳӴ ؘৈ ࣛंടҲ ࣹӆٻԞ  ਁߚڹԓ ҥஸ ട֢અ ઍஔહઌ

investment) rather than physical and legal aspects. What is the sustainability about

અന ੌٻӋ ઔؘٙ ٪ઍ ҥஸਁ ઔৰࣳ ҥߜઅ ़ਁ فഡ ङ ѿऀ؟

architecture looks like an entire work of art. Nothing is left to chance; the technology and

ਙीઙഀ੶ܾࡂઌدৰؖҫ٩ੌਁޑԞৌ੶ࣹӆӘીਁઔৰࣳԞीӘ

the life of building in German architecture?

ߗ৻ઌѿ"

the load bearing system are considered during the design process.

ടૻ१फ़౯ઊӋܱدټ

Everything already existing should be used again like with recycling, if it makes sense.

Ԟਁઔَڛҫഥݼહઌӄੌਁഡടਉથ൞ੋടڡઊد१࣏ੋനৡഡد

New buildings have to be constructed in such a way that a reuse is possible. Real estate

३ஸҥߜڝથ࣏ੋઊѿ؟ഡࠒ२੶ܾ१Ӗനৡഡد٪ઍઅࡘ࣒ٳԠࣥ

Used common materials which are frequently used in Contemporary architecture,

െفҥஸਁࣳઘઊؘથڝݑઊ࣏ੋৼٻކҀܾૃಠؘ٪ಡഡҥஸહ

in Germany has a long life cycle. Sometimes, like with our examples, they even have

Ԟ ݴҌӋ ઔݼੌ ؘܾڹ دઅ ࣏ܺѿ ࡂਉڡઊ ࠤ ڂઊ֢ ं ࠤ થ࣏ੋ

each project has very unique architectural image. Tell us how to choose and use the

ઊ߸ݴҌدؘથݑઅࣷӘ࣏ੋਁӚനމന܅ش

two or three lives. An alternative use is thought about before a building is torn down in

ٻԞ٩ഡد٪ઍਁؘࣳഡҥߜനஔടԞਁفહઌੋ٩ѿ৺ؘਁفന

material in your design.

ࣛف ڛਭ અ݊ઌ ҥஸߜਁ ؘસ دބӋ੭ഡ ીஔऀ Ӵஸਁ ԞਉടҲ ٽ

Germany. Our cities do not grow to the outside anymore, but solutions are looked for in

ࣥҀഡݼੌدઅ٩१ًڝઊ਼ࣛࡘܾऀણടৌ੶നࠩڝԞઅҫڝ

Every location, every client, every architecture has an individual conciseness, which should

ґऀહઌҁҿതઊથഡدԓݼӋҥߜڝൌહઊӋ٩१ґࠋહઌௐਁࣳ

redensification and conversion of the preexisting. Landscape and nature are valuable assets

د१ଙ൛ടӋ൝ടؘҫਁࣳࣞدټӄӘઘઌӴ٩ѿ٪ઍ

contribute to one’s own identification. The buildings have to topographically and, with

ઊܟഡ܆ޔӘઅघ౿१ઙനৡކഡدઊҫઊֳѿട֢અ౿ഥહઌ࣏ߗघઅ

in a densely populated Germany.

ਁࣳૻഡઘ࣒ڝઊԞߚڹઊد

regard to urban development, enter a dialog with the context. This is the reason why I

ڤઘઌңࡘടؘઊ੭ઊݼੌدѿ࣏ੋടؘથֳڝݑӴऀӘҽӋതെ

refuse to have a unitary company design. The materials, which we use, have to express

നৡ ഡ ؘݼੌ دӘ ടૻӴ݄ࡻ ݴടਉ ҥߜ ڝહ੶ܾ ੌݼ

We can see many of office building mostly in your projects. We would like to know

ࡘਨࡘਨઅܾૃಠૻ࣏ߗ५ҥߜઅࡻੰઊࡘدਨࡘਨކઅಡ൛ټ

durability and solidity. We construct the buildings, including the facades and the load

࣏ߗघਁࣳ १ӖടӋ ઔԞ  ਁߚڹҥߜઅ ਼Ӛਁ ࣛؽඥ Ԟਉടंࣛ ؘ٩ਁ٩

wurm + wurm’s design strategy that specialized in office design and the most

࣏ߗӖҁڤઘઌܛӘѿણૻઽ࡚ࡘؘڂઊӿԙടد

bearing construction completely in our offices. Thereby, we also have access to the detailed

ાԕഢ़ઔد

important part.

ٳףઅ ंӆ࠹ ؘടӋ ઔ د൦࣏ۚۚ ڝഡ ࣏ ڝ܉ৈ ӄભഡߗ࣏ دघ

The world of work is changing. Companies fight for smart people. Office buildings and

ҥߜӘ Ӗણ ଓڝઊ തӘ ٳԞࡘਉ ़ ࠊ ݴઔ٩ܿ ࣹӆനৡ ഡد

factories have to be designed in such a way that the employees are comfortable and,

ੌਁݼҲंٳףؘӆઅߚ൛ѿा़ਙीކుઊ֢ૻടڝ܉࣏دઘਁ֢ࣳ

drawing, which significantly contribute to the appearance of the buildings.

In the renovation works, how do you reinterpret the existing architectural elements

ઙ৹ਁࣳ Ԟઅ ҥஸહ घ ҆ބ ڝӖҁ ൞ੋ Ӵહઌ ഡӆ   ڢৰۍҲ

therefore, are motivated. For us, the culture of the working world is as important as the fine

ਉѿ१ҁކుઅއ१ҁଓણਁࣳࡂֵٳد१ਁއԞ৹ѿڝઊઊݴ

and reflect them in design?

થനࣴടਉࣹӆਁࠉਕടؘѿ"

arts. People spend as much time at their workspace as they do at home or in their free time.

ઌ२ന ਠӋ ઔݼੌ دઅ ࣹӆ ڛ ܛઅ݊ઌਁҲ ܾࣝ ܛઊ دৈܟ

The stock is consciously incorporated into the design. The architecture of the seventies

ੌ ؘݼԞ ҥߜ અ२હ੶ܾ ڤઘઌਁ ౿ഥഡفך دઅ ҥஸ ੌݼઅ

In the meantime, many entrepreneurs have recognized this. Our design strategy is a new one

ੌؘݼமહ੶ܾސڰৈۅৰؘґ࠺હઌനࠩࣞڝഡد

and eighties is the architecture of our childhood and our youth. It is a part of our collective

੭ךԞਭஓघךԞਁനؽടؘҥஸ੶ܾࣳଙزહԞৱൌऀടؘઍࡘઊدઊؘ

with every client. Together we seek out individual solutions, which in the end fit like a glove.

memory. It is like a script, which is continuously written, because this architecture is often

ङહ੶ܾ Ԟ ؘٻҀࡅӘ Ҏٙ ઊܟഡ ҥஸਁ ؘ ಡऀڝઊ ৺Ԟ ߚڹ

architecture without attributes. It is neutral, unemotional, boring. It is the ideal basic raw

ઊ دԓҫ ૻށહઊӋ ҆ી ֳܟڙ ৌ੶ ݗട دઊބ ؘௗ ਙीહ

Office buildings should be emphasized the jobs and corporate image. In the design

ీ܅ઊ৲ಠઅӴ࣏ധઊއҫҎٙઊݴৰ֢ѿࠩࠒؘৰۂഡѿ"

material like a white canvas, ready for an artistic intervention.

੶ܾґഢࡻѿࣞࠕټઅ௫ࠢफ़ܣઊࣛહઊӋԞࡅહઌથݑઊد

process, what is the solution to cover the clients’ many requests?

ੌؘݼઅ݊ઌڝઅઙ৹Әી࡚ࣴഡدಲ࣏ڝઊਁࣳ٩ઍৰؘ֢ઊܟഡֳࡘ

We analyze the work processes of our clients. This process of internal communication,

અ࣏घ౿ Әીઊ ܩઊৈ ીઅഡૻ دഡ ҫ ৹ߗӖҁ ࣹӆടࣳ

࣏ߗ५ҥߜ৹ߗਭԞ৹ઊ߸ݴҋനৡടԞࣹਁߚڹӆܾंफ़ਁઔৰ

Especially in the Revitalization of an office in Müllheim project, I think you might

ಡඥ
°ߎടઑઅਠഗफ़ࡾڭથ൞ऀ൛±
ܾૃಠଔര१فךઅ࣏ߗӖҁ

also between teams, defines the layout. It is important to accommodate the individualizing

࣏൦અ ґ࠺൛ ӄല ़ੋട ؘઍઊ دઊ ؘ൦࣏ਭઅ ાഡ Ӛӆਭ Ԝીહઌ

feel something a lot as an architect when you re-design the office space in 1980’s

െفહઌ Ӗҁ੶ܾ થࣹӆടࣳ ҥஸѿܾࣳ  ֜ؖઽઊ  އҫ Ҏ دӘңਭ

of society during the designing of the workspaces. This creates identification with the

ઊ߸ڝކ ݴৰֳؘٙ° ֢±અ ઍࡘѿ ൦࣏ ஔઅ ഡ Ӵऀघ ݴઊݗԞ ߚڹ

to the modern space. (like the differences between the offices in the past and the

െથઅ࣏ߗӖҁઅୱઊઽૻઽࣹӆघڢ

company and, therefore, also a positive image, because part of me is a component of the

ઊدઊҫઊࠅܾ൦࣏ѿਁڝ܉࣏ݳدҲشടӋઘടؘҫઊد

present, main design factors, etc.)

़ ۾Ә घહઌ १Ӗࡘഀ ܾڝઊݗৰଔ ًإહ घ ڝઅ٩હ੶ܾ

whole. This is what a company would like to convey to others.

The elements of modernism with the ribbon windows and the elemental construction parts

೩ത१ఇൌౖݴӴஸടਔد൛ܱഡࣞࣛઅࠆफ़ॻܾࣳڝৈਣܱ࣏ߗ५અ

have been included and morphed knowingly. The colorful wooden boxes are element furniture,

ഃӄ  ़ ڝކઔ ؘघહઌ ѿӴ ࡘഀڝઊۙ دഡ ࣒ൌ٩ ഃӄਁ ೩ത

Lastly, tell us your latest interest in architecture and plan in the future.

ੌݼઅ ઙ৹ ીࡂ࣏൦ ݴഡ ҥߜਁ ઽ ڂӋ ઔ دીࡂ࣏൦ߗ࣏ ؘघਭ

which have been stacked upon each other to form office landscapes. Mountains also belong

فܾ߳ٻൌ५Ӵ൧ಶಮऍട֢߸ًؘ࣒৩ࡅزدৼڝކگाടӋӄૂ

The focus of our work lies in building for the information society. The information society is

Ӗણࢻކৈݳد܅إܾԓڝܕಡඥ٩ࣳӚҎܾԓਁܕ٩ࠉਕٻઊҫ

to a landscape. Therefore, a large room partition was modeled after a mountain. Simple,

હઌ Ӂઅ  ॡ ڝࡴ܅५ֳڤઘઌઅ Ԟࡅથ ܾࣳڝݑઘफ़ܤҲ ҆ބ

not only reflected in offices and factories, but, amongst others, in libraries, which also are a

ਊ१ੌݼઙ৹અഩ७હઌௐઊंدӆ൛़ؘઅӋङ٩ܾઍࢻކৈ܅إ

inexpensive three-layer wooden slabs are the basic material for the interior design. They

ٻң֢୲ࣞدټѿӴؘઌӖߜܣ५ֳਁࠔௗدټԞઅ൝ӄৈઊإܟ௹

key aspect of our work. Globalization is not just a highway of import and export; it also has

ߚ൛ ਊ१ തՌ ٻࠉٳৰৡ ކഡૻ دӵਁࣳ ଔര ټ֥ ܾૃಠਁࣳ ੌؘݼ

either have a natural finish or are colored. Like artifacts the furniture is placed in the room.

ടӋ੭ఞടܾدࠒ२੶ܾ౿ഥٻৰࣝ݃Ҳനࣴدৼٻ

to bring cultures together. During our last project in China, we dealt intensely with the local

ਊઅ ҥஸߚ൛ਭ Ԟ൲ҥ ଙૻહ੶ܾ  ؘݼੌ دৼݗدਊ൝ӄ ڝӋܱ

building culture and the climatic conditions. We could incorporate our experiences with

ടࣳ ౖࣥહ ҥߜਁ فഡ ੌݼઅ ӄസ ڝ౿ഥഢ ़ ઔৼ دઊҫઊ ѿ؟യَ

The initial setting is newly interpreted in an ironic, playful, and colorful manner.

֙੶ܾҥஸਁઔৰࣳӚ७ઔؘ࡚ৡ֢ല൲ӆ൧މന܅ش

ecological building, while still being able to consider the local settings. This is only possible

ҫਠܾੌݼਭതՌനҿґࠋഡਊಶಠׂѿઔৼԞߚڹઊݼੌدઅ

In case of two new projects, did you consider the renovation or extension in the

३ஸܾૃಠઅӄੌ٩ৗࣳଔരയَથҥஸઙ৹ܣஷ൲dґஸӋܱടਉ

with a partner on location, with whom we develop solutions together. We are convinced

٩ࣛഠહ ાԕઊ ৈ१ৈਁࣳ ಡ़ടҲ ઊനٻӋ ઔ੶ ৈ१ৈਁࣳ ً އ

future as the previous remodeling works?

ଔരؘৼٻӿԙടد

that our iconographic approach is especially understood in Asia and we will use the chance

ܾૃಠԞ൦ѿઔҫઑ൜३ഡدઌౡܾࠢಠࡘਨ

With regard to economy and ecology, the renovation of architecture from the seventies and

ӄૂહઊӋౖࣥહઌӚઽਁࣳفךҥஸઅ࠭ףݼઊऍૻഡઙ৹ઊد

of further projects in Asia.

eighties is an important task. It is not about the historic handling of this architecture, but it

ઊؘઊܟഡҥஸਊ࣏હ੶ܾݗدԞࡂݼੌدઅઍࣛહઌ٩१ࣥ൞ਁਕല

Interview / Robert Wurm
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GÖPEL ELECTRONIC, NEW CONSTRUCTION OF A
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BUILDING
ӧઍܪಠܾئӴґࠋٳ३ஸ
wurm + wurm architekten l Robert Wurm
ࡘਨࡘਨৈౄ౬౭_ܾࠢಠࡘਨ

Location Jena, Germany
Use Office
Gross floor area 4,460m²
Design 2007
Completion 2010
Support structure planning
wurm + wurm architekten ingenieure
GmbH, Bühl
Client Göpel electronic GmbH
Photographer Ester Havlovas
ௗ٪ઍਙ֢
ੋ٩৹ߗ
હPΌ
ࣹӆ
ਯӖ

system animation

࣏ଔਁफ़ౡടࡷܾࠅ

The new research and development building is designed for 80 further jobs. It is situated in the nearest
neighborhood of two other buildings which belong to Göpel electronic, also designed by wurm + wurm.
Due to the situation of the construction site in the flood area of the Saale it was necessary to elevate the
structure. The shape of the volume is developed from a rectangle with a size 15mX40m, a classic pattern of
a floorplan for standard offices. This floor plan is transformed from level to level. It becomes a parallelogram
alternating on each level, so that by topview a ‘X’ is created. The staggered and crosswise layered volumes
are supported 16 trapezoidal columns when there is an overhang. The negative-space which is generated by
the delayed volumes is formed to open terraces. In spite of the buildings complex geometry the floor plan is
usable in a flexible way. On the 1st level is seeded an open assembly area, the two levels in the middle are
used as standard office-space and on the top level are sited seminar rooms and the executive. Each floor can
also be rented separately, so the building conforms to common request at this type of building.
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4th floor plan

5th floor plan
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RECONSTRUCTION MULTIFUNCTIONAL BUILDING IN JENA
دԞ؟ҥߜܾઅથҥ
wurm + wurm architekten l Robert Wurm
ࡘਨࡘਨৈౄ౬౭_ܾࠢಠࡘਨ

Location Jena, Germany
Use Office
Gross floor area 3,400m²
Design 2011
Completion 2012
Support structure planning
wurm + wurm architekten ingenieure
GmbH, Bühl
Client Christoplan GmbH
Photographer Ester Havlova
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2nd floor plan

The task was to remodel an empty production facility, which was built in type design of precast concrete,
into a modern, flexible office and workshop building. In the present volume was to create a structure that
allows for fillability for up to eight independent functional units and provides for future employees attractive
jobs. To obtain the required usable area, an additional floor ceiling was installed in the hall high ceilings
with an independent, load-bearing reinforced concrete structure. The center axis of the total of 9 fields was
formed as a common foyer and circulation zone over two levels and with two outside entrances, streets and
courtyard positioned. Besides this spatially expressive designed area in the center axis two walkable atriums
are arranged, which reduce the high depth of the existing building and supply the office space and the foyer
itself with light. The wall lining large concrete sandwich-panels have been removed, and the existing structure
of the hall structure was upgraded statically. The small-scale distribution of the new window facade, owed
the flexible divisibility of the office space is covered with curtain-like facade bands, consisting of individually
folded metal-sheets, that vary in height and depth.
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MAIN ENTRANCE
EMPLOYEES ENTRANCE
FOYER
OFFICE / WORKSHOP UNIT
ATRIUM WITH TERRACE
T6X120X60 RECTANGULAR STEEL TUBE
T145 END PLATE WITH INSULATION
T3 Z-PROFILE FOLDED STEEL PLATE
T1 INDIVIDUALLY FOLDED COATED ALUMINIUM PLATE (GROUND FLOOR)
T1 INDIVIDUALLY FOLDED COATED ALUMINIUM PLATE (MIDDLE ZONE BETWEEN GROUND
FLOOR AND 2ND FLOOR)
FORMER FACADE BEFORE MODIFICATION
EXISTING CONCRETE COLUMN
NEW CONCRETE COLUMN FOR NEW CONCRETE CEILING ABOVE GROUND FLOOR
T1 INDIVIDUALLY FOLDED COATED ALUMINIUM PLATE
EXISTING ROOF SYSTEM OF PRECAST CONCRETE COMPONENT
T5X150X100 RECTANGULAR STEEL TUBE
EXISTING REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAM
INTERNAL PLACED GUTTER
T2 ROOF PARAPET OF ALUMINIUM PLATE
240X85 U-STEEL
ALUCOBOND
LIGHTING, FLUSH WITH THE ADJACENT AREAS
ENTRANCE AREA WITH OPEN MESH FLOORING
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AUMA OSTFILDERN
ৈੌބਠफ़ಠചًݳ
wurm + wurm architekten l Robert Wurm
ࡘਨࡘਨৈౄ౬౭_ܾࠢಠࡘਨ

Location Ostfildern, Germany
Use Office
Gross floor area
New building - 4,990ʞ / Storage building 350ʞ / Renovation - 3,900ʞ
Design 2008
Completion 2012
Support structure planning
wurm + wurm architekten ingenieure GmbH,
Bühl
Client Auma Riester GmbH & Co.KG
Photographer Ester Havlova
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Starting with an existing multi-storey building without opportunities of growth, the management decided
to acquire acquisition and the purchase of Daimler Street, an opportunity to build a new manufacturing
and this on the street away yet with the stock to merging unit. A superstructure above Daimlerstrasse
also offered the occasion of a logistics center with the advantages of a dry loading/unloading and a central
distribution of all incoming and outgoing goods. This magnitude can only be implemented in stages, as the
construction work had to be organized so that the continuous current production is disrupted as little as
possible. Construction stage 1 includes the new building of the production of the present plant 2 with the
loading bay on the Daimlerstrasse and it was started in Feb. 2009 in 5,000m2. After moving into the new
production in Jan. 2011 followed phase 2 with the new construction and replacement of the former highbay warehouse in stock. End of 2011, the construction work of the new warehouse which contains 1,828
pallet spaces was over, so that the rest of the existing building could be rebuilt and technology could be
upgraded. The question that arises is whether such constraints, the comparability with the ‘ideal factory’
on a green field. What defines today an ideal production location architectural point. There are mainly two
parameters: Optimal processes in combination with high quality jobs.
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REVITALIZATION OF AN OFFICE BUILDING IN MÜLLHEIM
ਠഗफ़ࡾڭથ൞ऀ൛
wurm + wurm architekten l Robert Wurm
ࡘਨࡘਨৈౄ౬౭_ܾࠢಠࡘਨ

Location Müllheim, Germany
Use Office
Gross floor area 1,610m²
Design 2011
Completion 2012
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The task was the revitalization of an empty precast concrete office from the 1980’s. After the purchase
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2nd floor plan

of the building by the firm DORNER Health IT Solutions the ground floor was to be turned into the firm’s
headquarter, whereas the first floor was to contain rentable office space. With an average budget, the client
expected to achieve an exceptional level of architecture. After having played with several variations and
solutions, we settled for a dark paint finish and reflective panels, giving the building an exclusive look. All
walls and the suspended ceiling were removed to create an open loft style working space, additionally the
room was opened upon the courtyard and garden by replacing existing concrete wall elements by glazed
sliding doors. Due to acoustic reasons, the ceiling was partially covered with woodwool slabs whereas all of
the installation remained uncovered. Partition walls as well as the specially designed furniture are all made
from the same wooden panels, sustaining a continuous design throughout the office despite the numerous
accentuations set in bright colors. As counterpart to the wooden interior there is a bright white mountain set
in the angle of the L-shaped room, that serves as retreat and informal meeting room. Set in the rear part of the
office there is also a freestanding cube containing a second, more private, meeting room.
ܾૃಠਁ ৰଔ Әૂࡘفך ؘౡ Ӗ५൛ ټݼ௩फ़ಠ ఒఽݼಠӴઅ ࣏ߗӖҁ થ൞ऀ൛ട ؘҫઊৼ د٩ ׂݱിफ़

ground floor plan
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north elevation
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1 THIN NUT ON THREAD BAR
2 D=16MM DRILL HOLE
3 T20 WOODEN 3-LAYER SLAB WITH A DILUTED
WHITE PAINT FINISH
4 STEEL TUBE BLACK; D=17.2MM WITH INSIDE
THREAT M16
5 L=75MM THREAD BAR M16
6 5X30MM FLAT STEEL WELDED ON STEEL TUBE
7 WASHER M16
8 LEGS GLUED INTO CUT-OUT
9 HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE STAND
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table X futniture_top view

mountain_perspective with numbered parts for assembly

shelf_front view B

shelf furniture_section

mountain_top view with numbered parts for assembly
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detail A

table X_side view

west elevation

table X_legs detail

table X_perspective

east elevation
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NEW BUILDING DREHMO WENDEN
ܩڙ࣏ٛ३ஸҥߜ
wurm + wurm architekten l Robert Wurm
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Location Wenden, Germany
Use Office
Gross floor area 7,500ʞ
Completion 2013
Client Drehmo GmbH

1 PRODUCTION AREA
2 LOADING AREA
3 FOYER

4 OFFICE
5 CONFERENCE ROOM
6 HIGH BAY RACKING
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In Wenden, the special cut of the new building of the Drehmo GmbH is owed the topographical situation in
this region. The moving landscape caused the terracing of the landscape and produces irregularly shaped
lot. The unusual floor plan, generated by this contour, and the hillside situation with a view over the valley
determine the character and exceptional styling. The two-story administrative wing situated in front of the
assembly hall forms with this an entrance situation. The roof with an oversized, band-like attica spans the
entire complex. This band is different in height, as it flows to the building around. The homogeneous materiality
of the attic, roof soffits, columns and parts of the wall covering, using lighter aluminum expanded metal
panels, the corporeal of construction is emphasized. Constructively effective struts inclined tension between
the individual levels or to ground, forming a kind of contemporary framework, it acts like a muscle, supporting
and shaping at the same time. A bright expanded metal, even in details processed accurately, draws sharp
the contours and ridges. Inside contrast light wooden floors with large exposed concrete surfaces. Spacious
air spaces and the two-story atrium enable always new, surprising perspectives. Slanted concrete columns,
already nested in itself, create dynamic images in the overlay.
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southwest elevation
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OFFICE
CONFERENCE ROOM
CANTEEN
CHANGING ROOM
PRODUCTION AREA
EXECUTIVE SUITE
ORIENTED STRUCTURAL BOARD
T-STEEL IN THE LEVEL OF STEEL
WAFFLE PANELS
INSULATION WITH LAMINATION
END PLATE WITH INSULATION
TRAPEZOIDAL SHEET
ROOFING FOIL
INSULATION
VAPOR BARRIER FOIL
WOODEN TERRACE, BUILT ON STILTS
EXPANDED METAL MESH
PERFORATED PLATE
ALUMINUM LAMINATED INSULATION PANEL
ALL-GLASS RAILING
ALUMINUM END PLATE
STEEL GRATING
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section detail C

longitudinal section B

east elevation
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section detail D
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